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Hailing from the vibrant city of
Detroit, Damon Fletcher is an
exceptional artist who has 
carved his own path in the music 
industry. Drawing inspiration 
from renowned performers like 
Usher and LL Cool J, Damon has 
honed his skills and created a 
captivating music performance 
career.



During the challenging times of the 
global pandemic, Damon found 
solace and motivation while sitting 
at home. Fueled by his passion for 
music, he transformed his living 
space into a creative hub, crafting 
his unique sound and connecting 
with fans worldwide.



Damon's latest release, "24 the EP," show-
cases his immense talent and features 
the brilliant production of Grammy 
award-winning producer Zaytoven. With 
a seamless fusion of R&B and hip-hop, the 
EP delivers infectious beats, heartfelt lyrics, 
and a captivating energy that sets 
Damon apart in the industry.

https://open.spotify.com/album/0noGc7JJxzg9ZnR9m7I3XU
https://open.spotify.com/album/0oGUdCeQMRKh8amTJl9noU
https://music.apple.com/us/album/2-miles-single-feat-the-crushboys-single/1532577785


Damon performed at the Capital Pride 
Festival with 9K people in attendance 
--- the largest crowd in Capital Pride 
history.

As an artist, Damon is committed to 
delivering authentic and relatable 
music that resonates with listeners. 
His lyrics and dynamic stage pres-
ence create an immersive experi-
ence that leaves audiences capti-
vated and craving for more. 



With his Detroit roots deeply embedded in his 
music and lyrics, Damon pays homage to his 
city's rich cultural heritage, infusing his sound 
with a distinctive flavor. His music reflects both 
the struggles and triumphs of everyday life, 
offering a powerful and uplifting narrative that 
resonates with a diverse audience.



Damon's second EP is due out this fall.
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“24 the EP" has been streamed over 6K times on Spotify since its release. Damon's re-lease 
during the pandemic called "Hustle with a Purpose" has amassed almost 
half a million views, and the follow up single, "2 Miles" has almost 1 million streams on 
Spotify, since its October 2020 release.
Damon transitioned to professional stardom after an IG live with Ne-Yo, which led to his 
collaboration with Zaytoven for "24 the EP." Along with receiving accolades from industry 
heavyweights, he was featured on Hollywood Unlocked in an exclusive interview with Jason Lee. 
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